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Eclipse Note 1: The effect of the December lunar eclipse is having an increasing effect.
According to Charles Jayne, the effect of a lunar eclipse lasts for about 6 weeks on either side of
the eclipse. The effect should have begun near November 9th. The eclipse is in the informationrelated sign of Gemini and is conjunct the Uranian planet, Hades. This hypothetical planet can be
seen as the lower part of the nature. Thus, hidden misdeeds and secrets are ruled by Hades. This
likely symbolizes the Wikileaks scandal. Remember, the eclipse-Hades is at the world point so
the energy and this information comes right out into the mainstream. One of the individuals most
affected is Hillary Clinton (Lois Rodden birth data). The eclipse is on her ascendant-Uranus
conjunction, and is in hard aspect to her Moon and her Mars-Pluto.
Let’s consider the USA chart and the upcoming January solar eclipse. This eclipse is opposite the
USA national Sun. From the book, Charles Jayne counseled that eclipses opposite the Sun
knocked one down in prestige, whereas eclipses conjunct the Sun raise one up. So, the security
leak is damaging to the nation.
Chart 1-December Lunar Eclipse
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Chart 2-Hillary Clinton

Eclipse Note 2:
The eclipse has also made local news in Vienna. Sonja Kohn ran Bank Medici. I visited her
office 6 years ago and was a bit puzzled that she and her staff were unable to explain the fine
returns of the 3 funds that they were marketing. The question as to who ran the funds went
unanswered. Bank Medici was Bernie Madoff’s field office in Europe. When the Madoff news
broke (on a Mercury-Pluto conjunction at 0 Capricorn), she dropped out of sight, largely because
“she had sold Madoff funds to Russian oligarchs.” Her solar chart is below. Note that the lunar
eclipse is conjunct her Uranus and is in hard aspect to her natal Pluto-new Moon conjunction. On
December 10th, she was hit with charges that she knowingly participated in the Madoff criminal
enterprise.
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